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By Richard E. Kuhn

An investigation of a leading-edge slat as a possible longituMnal.
control device for vertically rising airplanes that utilize the redirected-
slipstream principle has been conducted at zero forward speed in a static-
thrust facility at the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory. A semispan wing
model equipped with Mge -chord slotted flaps and two largediamet er over-
lqping propellers was used in the investigation.

The results iudicate that a leading-edge slat can provide increments
of pitching moment of the order of those required for control and chsmge
in trti with center-of-gravitytravel for a vertically rising a&@ane
in hoverhg flight. b the ground-effect region, however, the slat is
generally ineffective as a longitudinal control device. Sl& positions
above the wing chord plane sre preferable to positions below the w3ng
chord pkne. The slat also achieved an a~reciable ‘reductionin the
sdverse effect of the .qound on the effactiveness of the slotted-fhp
wing configuration in redirecting propeller slipstreams downwsrd,

Recent work on wing
slipstreams downward has

32TI!RODUCTION

configurationsdesigned to redirect propeller
demonstrated that this principle can be used to

pro-tidedirect lift for vertical take-off and .&ding for configurations,
such as transports, with which it is desirabk to keep the fuselage
approximately horizontal.at all tties. The flying qualities of vertically
rising airphnes in hovering, take-off, forwsz?dflight, and landing are
being investigatedby the Langley Free-Flight Tunnel Section, and a force-
test program stied at developing simple wing configurations that can
satisfactorilyredirect the slipstream is being conducted by the Lsm&ey
T-by 10- Foot Tunnels Rranch.
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Longitudinal control of the free-flight tunnel model (ref. 1) has
been achieved by use of flap-type controls on the trafing edge of the
wing. These controls were weds’for the low-wing configuration used and ~
they would be expected to be shost completely ineffective for a high- ,
wing configurateion where the moment arm fkom the center of gravity to the
control surface would be reduced. Also, with other wing configurations,
such as the slotted-flap configurationpresented in reference 2, where the
trailing-edge surfaces are used to aid jn turning the slipstream, the”
trailing-edge surface would probably be inadequate as a control device.

The present investigationwas undertaken, therefore, to study the
possibility of using a leading-edge sBtj operating in the propeller
slipstream ahead of the wing, as a longitudinal.control detice.

SYMBOLS

The positive sense of forces, moments,
indicated in figure 1.’ The synibolsused in
follows:

wing chord, f% .

angles, and distances is
this report are defined as

mean aerodynamic chord of wing (flap retracted), f%

slat chord, f%

propeller diameter, ft

resultant force, lb

distance from inbosxd end of flap traj-g edge to WOund
board, ft

wing incidence, deg

~, lb

pitcldng moment, ft-lb

total propeller thrust, lb

longitudinal force (T - Drag), lb

longitudinal position of propeller ahead of wing leading
edge, ft

vertical position of propeller below wing chord pkne, f%

flap deflection, deg

slat deflection, deg

&
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e turning angle;

thrust axis,

subscripts;

30 30-percent-chord

60 60-.ercent-chord

inclination of

tin-l :, deg

A drawing
figure 2 and a
figure 3.” The

A

f laps

flaps

MODEL AND TESTS

resultant-force vector from

of the model with pertipent dimensions is presented as
photograph of the %lelmounted for testi@ is shown as
geometric characteristics of the mcdel are given in the

following table:

Wing:
Area (semispan), sqft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.125
Span (semispan),ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 3.41-6
Mesnaerodynamic chord, fi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.514
Rootchord, ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l.~
Tipchord, ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25
Airfoil section. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .w~AOO15
Aspect ratio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.55
Taper ratio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Q.7Z4

Propellers:
Diameter, ft.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.0
Nacell.ediameterj ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.33
AhfOflSeCtiOII. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . c~k y

Solidity (eachpropeld.er).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1o

The ordinates of the flaps were derived from the slotted flap 2-h
of reference 3 and sre presented in table I. The slotted flaps were
supported by external brackets. The leding-edge slat was rolled from
l/8-inch sheet steel to an upper-smface contour that correspondedto the
upper surface of the wing back to the 30-percent-chordpotnt. For these
tests the upper surface of the wing was not modified as it would have to
be in a practical.application in order to retract the slat; however,
it is believed that this difference would have only a small effect on
the results. The slat positions tested are shown in figure 4, and the
brackets used to support the slat canbe seen in figure 3.

The propellers were operated at a rotational speed of about 6,OOO rpm
winch gave a tip Wch nmiber of 0.58. The speed of each motor was deter-
minedly observing a stroboscopic type of tidicatorj to which was fed the

t
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output frequency of a small alternator connected to the motor shaft. I
Both motors were driven from a comnon power supply and their speeds
were usually matched within 10 rpm. 3

The motors were mounted tnside aluminum-alloynacelles by means of
strain-gage beams so that the propeller thrust and torque could be
measured. The total lift, longitudinal force, and pitching moment of the
mcdel were measured on a strain-gagebalance at the root of the wing.

The tests to determine the effects of propeller location were con-
ducted ~fltha setup similar to that shown in figure 5. For these tests,
a single propeJler waG located at the same spanwise location as the
inboard propeller shown in figure 2. In coquting the data from these
tests, the propeller thrust was included in order to make the results
comp~able with those obtained with t~ propeller mounted on the @ng.
The propeller normal force and pitching moment were considered to be
negligible (ref. 4).

The ground was simulated by a sheet of plywood as shown in figure 3.
&U tests with the ground board were conducted with an angle of 20°
between the ground board and the thrust axis of the propellers. Because
the wing was tapered, the height above the ground was defined as the
distance from the inboard end of the flap trailing edge to the gound
board. The ground board was removed for the tests out of the ground-

>

effect region.

The investigation was conducted h a static-thrust facility (fig. 3)
Q

at the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory. This facility has a useful test
space “ofabout 18 by 42 feet in plan and 10 feet in height. AU data
presented were obtdned at zero forward velocity with a thrust of 15
pounds from each propeller. tismuch as the tests were conducted under
static conditions in a large room, none of the corrections that are
normally applicable to whd-tunuel tests were applied. The effects of
slat position, slat deflection, flap deflection,
and proximity to the ground were investigated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

W order to evaluate the effectiveness of a

propeller location,

longitudinal control
device such as a leading-edge slat, it is necessary to have some in&L-
cation of the change in pitching moment required for control and trim.
An indication of the control required in hovering can be obtained from
the data of reference 5 where the amount of pitching-moment control used
in flying this model corresponds to a value of M/TD of tO.02. Compar-
ison of the pitching moment of inertia of the model of reference 5 with .,

u
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that of existing multienginedtransports indicates that the model mcment
of tiertia was representative of practical airplanes. Thus, the pitch

control used (M/’JTl= ~0.02) can serve as a crude yardstick in evaluating
the effactiveness of a leading-edge slat.

The amount of pitching moment required to accommodate changes in
center-of-gratity location with changes in airphne loading depends on
the details of the airphne design; however, e~tion df sever~
possible verticaJJy rising airplsae designs indicates that a value of
M/TD of about 0.08 would be adequate if relatively I-argediameter
propellers sre used. If a leading-edge slat is to provide the functions
of both control and trti for center-of-~avity travel, then it must
supply an increment of M/TD of about O.I-2.

Effect of Slat Position

The effects of position and deflection of the leading-edge slat on
the characteristics of the original model out of the ground-effect region
are shown in figures 6 and 7. In general, slat positions above the wing
sre preferable in that they give some control over pitching mcments with
only smald chmges in turning emgle. Some loss in resultant force is
indicated, however.

The slat positions below the wing (fig. 7) do not appear desirable
because, in addition to the loss in resultant force, they also exhibit
a serious loss in turning amgle. The large changes in pitching moment
shown for slat positions D and H result from the Large losses in
turning angle shown for these positions and are therefore not significant.
It should be kept h mind that these results are for the configuration
with the thrust axis on the wing chord plane. Some unpublished results
have indicated that, for a configuration in which the thrust -s is
fsr below the wing chord plane, the use of a slat or vane in a low and
rearward position may effect some hprovement in turning characteristics.

The characteristicsof the model near the ground with the sht
mounted in various positions above the wing sre shown in figure 8. With
the model near the &ound, the slat csm appreciably increase the
turning angle.

Examination of the pitching-moment data indicates that, out of the
.gound-effect region, the increment of pitching moment (M/TD = 0.12)
required for control and center-of-gravitytravel can be obtained with
a leading-edge slat mounted above the wing (fig. 6). .Themodel, however,
is stilJ_badly out of trim and the moment reference point would have to
be moved resrward to about the 60-percent-chordpofit to counteract the
large out-of-trim dim moments. Also, near the ground (fig. 8) the
slat is totally inadequate as a control device.

-.———— -—.--— ——-—-..-——— —--— --.———- . -.—— .——_—
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Inasmuch as the slat contributes to
the effect that the slat has on the flow
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the pitching moments through
over the wing as welIlas by the

direct forces on the slat, there exists the possibility that the slat
may exhibit lag when used as a control device. The leading-edge slst as
used herein is simikar to the controllable auxiliary airfoils o’frefer-
ence 6, which were used as ailerons and gave indications of lag, although
no lag measurements were made. The two configurations are not directly
comparable, however, and definite conclusions cmnot be drawn. Further
development of the leading-edge skt as a longitudhil control device
for vertically rising a&planes should include an.investigation of lag
and of the division of loads between the slat and the wing.

Effect of propeller Position

The data of reference 4 indicate that lowering the thrust axis
of the propellers below the whg chord plane can be beneficial both in
reducing the divfng mments and in reducing the adverse effects of the
ground. The effects of propel&r position on the characteristics of the
mdel with the slat mounted b position Gwere therefore investigated.
For convenience in changing the propeller position, the tests were
conducted by using only the inboard motdr, which was mounted on an
auxilkry stand as shown b figure 5. The effects of changing vertical
position of the propeller are shown in figure 9 and the effects of
changing longitudinal position are shown in fig&e 10.

Lowering the thrust axis below the wing chord plane (fig. 9) pro-
duced the expected reduction in the diving moments. A position 0.125D
below the wing chord plane, h addition to effecting some reduction in
diving moments, also gave a slight gain h turning sngle. Further low-
er~ of the thrust axis to 0.2~D results in a loss in turning angle.
The characteristicswere relatively insensitive to chsnges in the longi-
tudinal position of the propeller (fig. I-O).

Characteristics of the Modified Model

The original configuration does not appear to redirect the slip-
stream adequately inasmuch as for hovering, even out of the qound-effect “
region, a nose-up attitude of about 300 would be required. Near the
ground, somewhat higher attitudes wouldbe required even with a leading-
edge slat. Also, both b and out of the ground-effect regicm, large
diving moments must be dealt with. Figure 9 indicates that lowering the
thrust axis can effect some increase in the turning angle and a decrease
in the diving moments. Also, reference 2 indicates that incorporating
incidence between the wing chord plane and the thrust axis could increase
the turning angle. Accordingly, these modifications (>o incidence and
the thrust axis lowered O.1OOD) were incorporated into the model.

b’
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The turning characteristics of the modified model out of the ground-
effect region are presented in figure IJ-. It will be noted that the
deflection of the front flap has been increased to 60°. Comparison of
the data of figure 6 and figure I-1Wcates that the expected reductim
#n diving mcments was realized. However, with the slat off, a turning
angle of 65° and a resultant force of only @ percent of the thrust
was achieved. Similar disappointing results for the modified model were
noted in reference 4. Tuft studies indicated that the flow was sepa-
rating from the rear ends of the nacelles and it q be possible that
this separation was centaminating the flow through the slots. Attempts
to reduce the separation were unsuccessful because the length of the
electric motors used to drive the propellers did not leave adequate
length b which to fair out the nacelles.

The effect of the slat is also shown in figure I-1for several
mounting positions. b general.,deflection of the slat caused a loss
tiboth turning angle and resultant force. As with the original mdel,
however, the diving moments have been appreciably reducedby the deflec-
tion of the slat. With a slat deflection of 20°, the model wouldbe
trimmed wtth the center of ~avity located at the 40-percent-chordpoint.
At position A the slat is ahost out of the propeller slipstream and
therefore not very effective. It is interesting to note that, at
position B, linear pitching-moment characteristicswere obtained up to
a slat deflection of 46°. At these high deflections, the slat was
completely staJJ-ed;however, the drag force on the slat and the effect
of the slat on the wing apparently conibinedto produce linear pitching
moments. Deflection of the skt in position C was l.imitedbecause the
trailing edge of the slat hit the nacelle.

The effect of the gromd on the characteristics of the model with
the slat mounted imposition B is presented in figure,~. As was noted
with the original configuration (fig. 8), positive deflection of the
slat with the modified configuration (fig. 12) reduces the adverse.
effects of the ground on the turning angle. As a longitudinal control
device, however, the slat is generaIly ineffective when the model is h
the position closest to the wound.

.
Comparison of CharacteristicsWith One or Two Propellers

It has previously been noted that the characteristicsobtained with
the modified model were not as good as expected and that the probable
reason for the poor results with the skt off was the flow separation
observed on the rear end of the nacelles. A comparison of the charac-
teristics of the model with one ad two propellers and with the slat
on is presented in figure 13. Although in reference 4 it was shown that,
with the slat off and the thrust axis on the chord plsne, both the
turning angle and the resultant force were better with two propellers
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operathg,
but a loss

figure 13 indicates a
in turning angle with

studies indicated thit ttis loss
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similar increase in resultant force
the slat on the modified model. Tuft
may be due to the fact that the slat

did nbt extend all the way to the @ tip (fig. 2) because an appre.
ciable amount of propeller slipstream appeared to be escaping past the
tip of the slat. Also, the slat tended to flatten and spread the slip-
stream from the outbmrd propeller and cause some of the slipstream to
spill around the tip of the wing.

Figure 13 also Wiicates better characteristicsfor the case with
a single propelJ_ertidependentlymounted as compared with the single
propeller on the wing. This improvement is due prhs.rily to the effects
of flow separation from the nacelle as fdlustrated in figure 14. When
a d- nacelle having a blunt rear end as shown in the sketch in fig.
ure 14 was mountd on the whg behind the propeller, extreme sepsration
was caused and both the resultant foroe and the turning angle were
reduced. Adding a fairing behind the d- nacelle partly regained the
losses due to separation.

CONCLUSIONS

L

Investigation of the effectiveness of a “leading-edgeslat as a
possible longitudinal control device for vertically rising airplanes
that utilize the redirected-slipstreamprinciple indicates the foll~ng ~
conclusions:

1. A leading-edge slat can provide increments of pitching moment -
of the wd.er of those requ@ed for control and for changes in trim due
to center-of-~avity travel for a vertically rising a@dane in hover~
flight. In the ground.-effect region, however, the slat is gener~
tieffective as a longitudinal control device.

2. Slat positions above the w@ chord plane are preferable to
positions below the @ chord plane.

3. A leading-edge slat can appreciably reduce the adverse effects
of the ground on the effectiveness of the slotted-flapwing in redirec-
ting slipstresns downward.

Langley Aeronatiical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Iamgley Field, Va., I?ebruary15, 1956.-

“
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Figure 2.- Sketch of origi.nslconfiguration. All dimensions we in inches.
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L-88911.1

13

Figure 3.- Wfied configuration installed on static-thrust stand with
ground bosrd in closest position and leading-edge slat in position B.
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L-85693
Figure 5.- Static-thrust setup with single propeller independently mounted

for tests involving chsnges in propeller position.
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